We study the class of graphs known as k-trees through the lens of Joyal's theory of combinatorial species (and an extension known as 'Γ-species' which incorporates data about 'structural' group actions). This culminates in a system of recursive functional equations giving the generating function for unlabeled k-trees which allows for fast, efficient computation of their numbers. Enumerations up to k = 10 and n = 30 (for a k-tree with n + k − 1 vertices) are included in tables, and Sage code for the general computation is included in an appendix.
Introduction

k-trees
Trees and their generalizations have played an important role in the literature of combinatorial graph theory throughout its history. The multi-dimensional generalization to so-called 'k-trees' has proved to be particularly fertile ground for both research problems and applications.
The class a k of k-trees (for k ∈ N) may be defined recursively:
Definition 1.1. The complete graph on k vertices (K k ) is a k-tree, and any graph formed by adding a single vertex to a k-tree and connecting that vertex by edges to some existing k-clique (that is, induced k-complete subgraph) of that k-tree is a k-tree.
The graph-theoretic notion of k-trees was first introduced in 1968 in [7] ; vertex-labeled k-trees were quickly enumerated in the following year in both [10] and [2] . The special case k = 2 has been especially thoroughly studied; enumerations are available in the literature for edge-and triangle-labeled 2-trees in [11] , for plane 2-trees in [12] , and for unlabeled 2-trees in [7] and [6] . In 2001, the theory of species was brought to bear on 2-trees in [4] , resulting in more explicit formulas for the enumeration of unlabeled 2-trees. An extensive literature on other properties of k-trees and their applications has also emerged; Beineke and Pippert claim in [1] that " [t] here are now over 100 papers on various aspects of k-trees". However, no general enumeration of unlabeled k-trees appears in the literature to date.
Although we do not derive a closed form for the number of k-trees, the work in this paper does permit efficient recursive computation of their generating function. A formula for this generating function is given in Corollary 6.5 using components defined recursively in Corollary 6.2.
To begin, we establish two definitions for substructures of k-trees which we will use extensively in our analysis. Definition 1.2. A hedron of a k-tree is a (k + 1)-clique and a front is a k-clique.
We will frequently describe k-trees as assemblages of hedra attached along their fronts rather than using explicit graph-theoretic descriptions in terms of edges and vertices, keeping in mind that the structure of interest is graph-theoretic and not geometric. The recursive addition of a single vertex and its connection by edges to an existing k-clique in Definition 1.1 is then interpreted as the attachment of a hedron to an existing one along some front, identifying the k vertices they have in common. The analogy to the recursive definition of conventional trees is clear, and in fact the class a of trees may be recovered by setting k = 1. For higher k, the structures formed are still distinctively tree-like; for example, 2-trees are formed by gluing triangles together along their edges without forming loops of triangles (see Fig. 1 ), while 3-trees are formed by gluing tetrahedra together along their triangular faces without forming loops of tetrahedra. In graph-theoretic contexts, it is conventional to label graphs on their vertices and possibly their edges. However, for our purposes, it will be more convenient to label hedra and fronts. Throughout, we will treat the species a k of k-trees as a two-sort species, with X-labels on the hedra and Y -labels on their fronts; in diagrams, we will generally use capital letters for the hedron-labels and positive integers for the front-labels (see Fig. 2 ). A formula for the cycle index of the species a k is given in Theorem 5.10 using components defined recursively in Theorems 5.5 and 5.6. (Readers unfamiliar with the theory of species and its applications to graph enumeration may find a full exposition of the subject in [3] , which also will serve as a reference for any unexplained notation.) 
The dissymmetry theorem for k-trees
Studies of tree-like structures-especially those explicitly informed by the theory of species, as ours will be-often feature decompositions based on dissymmetry, which allow enumerations of unrooted structures to be recharacterized in terms of rooted structures. For example, as seen in [3, §4.1] , the species a of trees and A = a
• of rooted trees are related by the equation
where the proof hinges on a recursive structural decomposition of trees. In this case, the species A is relatively easy to characterize explicitly, so this equation serves to characterize the species a, which would be difficult to do directly. A similar theorem holds for k-trees.
Theorem 2.1. The species a X k and a Y k of k-trees rooted at hedra and fronts respectively, a XY k of k-trees rooted at a hedron with a designated front, and a k of unrooted k-trees are related by the equation a
as an isomorphism of species.
Proof. We give a bijective, natural (i.e. label-equivariant) map from (a X k + a Y k )-structures on the left side to (a k + a XY k )-structures on the right side. Define a k-path in a k-tree to be a non-self-intersecting sequence of consecutively adjacent hedra and fronts, and define the length of a k-path to be the total number of hedra and fronts along it. Note that the ends the electronic journal of combinatorics 19(4) (2012), #P45 of every maximal k-path in a k-tree are fronts. It is easily verified, as in [9] , that every k-tree has a unique center clique (either a hedron or a front) which is the midpoint of every longest k-path (or, equivalently, has the greatest k-eccentricity, defined appropriately).
An (a X k + a Y k )-structure on the left-hand side of the equation is a k-tree T rooted at some clique c, which is either a hedron or a front. Suppose that c is the center of T . We then map T to its unrooted equivalent in a k on the right-hand side. This map is a natural bijection from its preimage, the set of k-trees rooted at their centers, to a k , the set of unrooted k-trees. Now suppose that the root clique c of the k-tree T is not the center, which we denote C. Identify the clique c which is adjacent to c along the k-path from c to C. We then map the k-tree T rooted at the clique c to the same tree T rooted at both c and its neighbor c . This map is also a natural bijection, in this case from the set of k-trees rooted at vertices which are not their centers to the set a XY k of k-trees rooted at an adjacent hedron-front pair.
Since these maps are label-equivariant bijections, they induce an isomorphism of species
as desired, completing the proof.
In general we will reformulate the dissymmetry theorem as follows:
For the various forms of the species a k as above, we have
This species subtraction is well-defined in the sense that since the species a XY k embeds in the species a X k + a Y k by the centering map described in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Essentially, Eq. (2) identifies each unrooted k-tree with itself rooted at its center simplex. This may be understood formally either in the sense of virtual species as in [3, §2.5] or in the sense of species maps as in [5, Def. 1.3.3] . Theorem 2.1 and the consequent Eq. (2) allow us to reframe enumerative questions about generic k-trees in terms of questions about k-trees rooted in various ways. However, the rich internal symmetries of large cliques obstruct direct analysis of these rooted structures. We need to break these symmetries to proceed.
3 Coherently-oriented k-trees
Symmetry-breaking
In the case of the species A = a 1
• of rooted trees, we may obtain a simple recursive functional equation [3, §1, eq. (9) ]:
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This completely characterizes the combinatorial structure of the class of trees. However, in the more general case of k-trees, no such simple relationship obtains; attached to a given hedron is a collection of sets of hedra (one such set per front), but simply specifying which fronts to attach to which does not fully specify the attachings, and the structure of that collection of sets is complex. We will break this symmetry by adding additional structure which we can later remove using the theory of quotient species.
Definition 3.1. Let h 1 and h 2 be two hedra joined at a front f , hereafter said to be adjacent. Each other front of one of the hedra shares k − 1 vertices with f ; we say that two fronts f 1 of h 1 and f 2 of h 2 are mirror with respect to f if these shared vertices are the same, or equivalently if
Observation 3.2. Let T be a k-tree with two hedra h 1 and h 2 joined at a front f . Then there is exactly one front of h 2 mirror to each front of h 1 with respect to their shared front f . Definition 3.3. Define an orientation of a hedron to be a cyclic ordering of the set of its fronts and an orientation of a k-tree to be a choice of orientation for each of its hedra. If two oriented hedra share a front, their orientations are compatible if they correspond under the mirror bijection. Then an orientation of a k-tree is coherent if every pair of adjacent hedra is compatibly-oriented.
See Fig. 3 for an example. Note that every k-tree admits many coherent orientationsany one hedron of the k-tree may be oriented freely, and a unique orientation of the whole k-tree will result from each choice of such an orientation of one hedron. We will denote by a k the species of coherently-oriented k-trees.
By shifting from the general k-tree setting to that of coherently-oriented k-trees, we break the symmetry described above. If we can now establish a group action on a k whose orbits are generic k-trees we can use the theory of quotient species to extract the generic species a k . First, however, we describe an encoding procedure which will make future work more convenient.
Bicolored tree encoding
Although k-trees are graphs (and hence made up simply of edges and vertices), their structure is more conveniently described in terms of their simplicial structure of hedra and fronts. Indeed, if each hedron has an orientation of its faces and we choose in advance which hedra to attach to which by what fronts, the requirement that the resulting k-tree be coherently oriented is strong enough to characterize the attaching completely. We thus pass from coherently-oriented k-trees to a surrogate structure which exposes the salient features of this attaching structure more clearly-structured bicolored trees in the spirit of the R, S-enriched bicolored trees of [3, §3.2] .
A (C k+1 , E)-enriched bicolored tree is a bicolored tree each black vertex of which carries a C k+1 -structure (that is, a cyclic ordering on k + 1 elements) on its white neighbors. (The E-structure on the black neighbors of each white vertex is already implicit in the bicolored tree itself.) For later convenience, we will sometimes call such objects k-coding trees, and we will denote by CT k the species of such k-coding trees.
We now define a map β :
. For a given coherently-oriented k-tree T with n hedra:
• For every hedron of T construct a black vertex and for every front a white vertex, assigning labels appropriately.
• For every black-white vertex pair, construct a connecting edge if the white vertex represents a front of the hedron represented by the black vertex.
• Finally, enrich the collection of neighbors of each black vertex with a C k+1 -structure inherited directly from the orientation of the k-tree T .
The resulting object β(T ) is clearly a k-coding tree with n black vertices. We can recover a T from β(T ) by following the reverse procedure. For an example, see Fig. 4 , which shows the 2-coding tree associated to the coherently-oriented 2-tree of Fig. 3 . Note that, for clarity, we have rendered the black vertices (corresponding to hedra) with squares. Proof. It is clear that β sends each coherently-oriented k-tree to a unique k-coding tree, and that this map commutes with permutations on the label sets (and thus is categorically natural). To show that β induces a species isomorphism, then, we need only show that β is a surjection onto CT k [n] for each n. Throughout, we will say 'F and G have contact of order n' when the restrictions F n and G n of the species F and G to label sets of cardinality at most n are naturally isomorphic.
First, we note that there are exactly k! coherently-oriented k-trees with one hedronone for each cyclic ordering of the k + 1 front labels. There are also k! coding trees with : A (C k+1 , E)-enriched bicolored tree encoding a coherently-oriented 2-tree one black vertex, and the encoding β is clearly a natural bijection between these two sets. Thus, the species a k of coherently-oriented k-trees and CT k of k-coding trees have contact of order 1. Now, by way of induction, suppose a k and CT k have contact of order n 1. Let C be a k-coding tree with n + 1 black vertices. Then let C 1 and C 2 be two distinct sub-k-coding trees of C, each obtained from C by removing one black node which has only one white neighbor which is not a leaf. Then, by hypothesis, there exist coherentlyoriented k-trees T 1 and T 2 with n hedra such that β(T 1 ) = C 1 and β(T 2 ) = C 2 . Moreover,
, and this k-coding tree has n − 1 black vertices, so T 1 ∩ T 2 has n − 1 hedra. Thus, T = T 1 ∪ T 2 is a coherently-oriented k-tree with n + 1 black hedra, and β(T ) = C as desired. Thus,
and hence a k and CT k have contact of order n + 1.
Thus, a k and CT k are isomorphic as species; however, k-coding trees are much simpler than coherently-oriented k-trees as graphs. Moreover, k-coding trees are doubly-enriched bicolored trees as in [3, §3.2], for which the authors of that text develop a system of functional equations which fully characterizes the cycle index of such a species. We thus will proceed in the following sections with a study of the species CT k , then lift our results to the k-tree context.
Functional decomposition of k-coding trees
With the encoding β : a k → CT k , we now have direct graph-theoretic access to the attaching structure of coherently-oriented k-trees. We therefore turn our attention to the the electronic journal of combinatorics 19(4) (2012), #P45 k-coding trees themselves to produce a recursive decomposition. As with k-trees, we will study rooted versions of the species CT k of k-coding trees first, then use dissymmetry to apply the results to unrooted enumeration. 
as isomorphisms of species.
Proof. By construction, a CT . We note here for conceptual consistency that in fact L k = C k+1 for L the species of linear orders and C the species of cyclic orders and that E = E for E the species of sets; readers familiar with the R, S-enriched bicolored trees of [3, §3.2] will recognize echoes of their decomposition in these facts.
Finally, a CT XY k -structure is simply an X · L k CT Y k -structure as described above (corresponding to the black vertex) together with a CT Y k -structure (corresponding to the white vertex). For reasons that will become clear later, we note that we can incorporate the root white vertex into the linear order by making it last, thus representing a CT However, a recursive characterization of the various species of k-coding trees is insufficient to characterize the species of k-trees itself, since k-coding trees represent k-trees with coherent orientations. 
Generic k-trees
In [4] , the orientation-reversing action of S 2 on Cyc [3] is exploited to study 2-trees speciestheoretically. We might hope to develop an analogous group action under which general k-trees are naturally identified with orbits of coherently-oriented k-trees under an action of S k . Unfortunately: Proposition 4.1. For k 3, no transitive action of any group on the set Cyc [k+1] of cyclic orders on [k + 1] commutes with the action of S k+1 that permutes labels.
Proof. We represent the elements of Cyc [k+1] as cyclic permutations on the alphabet [k + 1]; then the action of S k+1 that permutes labels is exactly the conjugation action on these permutations. Consider an action of a group G on Cyc [k+1] that commutes with this conjugation action. Then, for any g ∈ G and any c ∈ Cyc [k+1] , we have that
and so c and g · c commute. Thus, c commutes with every element of its orbit under the action of G. But, for k 3, not all elements of Cyc [k+1] commute, so the action is not transitive.
We thus cannot hope to attack the coherent orientations of k-trees by acting directly on the cyclic orderings of fronts. Instead, we will use the additional structure on rooted coherently-oriented k-trees; with rooting, the cyclic orders around black vertices are converted into linear orders, for which there is a natural action of S k+1 .
Group actions on k-coding trees
We have noted previously that every labeled k-tree admits exactly k! coherent orientations. Thus, there are k! distinct k-coding trees associated to each labeled k-tree, which differ only in the C k+1 -structures on their black vertices. Consider a rooted k-coding tree T and a black vertex v which is not the root vertex. Then one white neighbor of v is the 'parent' of v (in the sense that it lies on the path from v to the root). We thus can convert the cyclic order on the k + 1 white neighbors of v to a linear order by choosing the parent white neighbor to be last. There is a natural, transitive, label-independent action of S k+1 on the set of such linear orders which induces an action on the cyclic orders from which the linear orders are derived. However, only elements of S k+1 which fix k + 1 will respect the structure around the black vertex we have chosen, since its parent white vertex must remain last.
In addition, if we simply apply the action of some σ ∈ S k+1 to the order on white neighbors of v, we change the coherently-oriented k-tree β −1 (T ) to which T is associated in such a way that it no longer corresponds to the same unoriented k-tree. Let t denote the unoriented k-tree associated to β −1 (T ); then there exists a coherent orientation of t which agrees with orientation around v induced by σ. The k-coding tree T corresponding to this new coherent orientation has the same underlying bicolored tree as T but possibly different the electronic journal of combinatorics 19(4) (2012), #P45 orders around its black vertices. If we think of the k-coding tree T as the image of T under a global action of σ, orbits under all of S will be precisely the classes of k-coding trees corresponding to all coherent orientations of specified k-trees, allowing us to study unoriented k-trees as quotients. The orientation of T will be that obtained by applying σ at v and then recursively adjusting the other cyclic orders so that fronts which were mirror are made mirror again. This will ensure that the combinatorial structure of the underlying k-tree t is preserved.
Therefore, when we apply some permutation σ ∈ S k+1 to the white neighbors of a black vertex v, we must also permute the cyclic orders of the descendant black vertices of v. In particular, the permutation σ which must be applied to some immediate black descendant v of v is precisely the permutation on the linear order of white neighbors of v induced by passing over the mirror bijection from v to v, applying σ, and then passing back. We can express this procedure in formulaic terms: Theorem 4.2. If a permutation σ ∈ S k+1 is applied to a linearized orientation of a black vertex v in rooted k-coding tree, the permutation which must be applied to the linearized orientation a child black vertex v which was attached to the ith white child of v (with respect to the linear ordering induced by the orientation) to preserve the mirror relation is ρ i (σ), where ρ i is the map given by
in which all sums and differences are reduced to their representatives modulo k + 1 in {1, 2, . . . , k + 1}.
Proof. Let v denote a black vertex which is attached to v by the white vertex 1, which we suppose to be in position i in the linear order induced by the original orientation of v. Let 2 denote the white neighbor of v which is ath in the linear order induced by the original orientation around v . It is mirror to the white neighbor 3 of v which is (i + a)th in the linear order induced by the original orientation around v. After the action of σ is applied, vertex 3 is σ(i + a)th in the new linear order around v. We require that 2 is still mirror to 3, so we must move it to position σ(i + a) − σ(i) when we create a new linear order around v . This completes the proof.
This procedure is depicted in Fig. 7 .
As an aside, we note that, although the construction ρ depends on k, the value of k will be fixed in any given context, so we suppress it in the notation.
Any σ which is to be applied to a non-root black vertex v must of course fix k + 1. We can think of S k as the subgroup of S k+1 of permutations fixing k + 1, and so in what follows we will refer to this as an S k -action where appropriate.
In light of Theorem 3.5, we now wish to adapt these ideas into explicit S k -and S k+1 -actions on CT 
their descendants, orbits behave as expected. The same S k -action serves equally well for edge-rooted k-coding trees, where (for purposes of applying the action of some σ) we can simply ignore the black vertex in the root.
However, if we begin with an X-rooted k-coding tree, the cyclic ordering of the white neighbors of the root black vertex has no canonical choice of linearization. If we make an arbitrary choice of one of the k + 1 available linearizations, and thus convert to an edge-rooted k-coding tree, the full S k+1 -action defined previously can be applied directly to the root vertex. The orbit under this action of some edge-rooted k-coding tree T with a choice of linearization at the root then includes all possible linearizations of the root orders of all possible X-rooted k-coding trees corresponding to the different coherent orientations of a single k-coding tree.
It follows that: are transitive in the sense that each orbit corresponds to the set of all coherent orientations of a single underlying rooted unoriented k-tree. Moreover, these actions all commute with the S n -actions which permute labels.
k-trees as quotients
We have now equipped the various species of rooted k-coding trees with actions which commute with permutations of labels, making them 'species-compatible'. Moreover, the non-oriented rooted k-trees underlying the k-coding trees are naturally identified with orbits under these actions, suggesting that rooted k-trees are 'quotients' of rooted kcoding trees. The notion of a Γ-species as developed in [8, §3] formalizes this notion of compatibility and provides an enumerative toolset for dealing with quotients of this sort. as an S k+1 -species 1 (indicating that they carry equivariant actions of the specified group). (Hereafter, when it is necessary to distinguish, a species which is not equipped with any Γ-species structure will be dubbed an 'actionless' species.)
As a consequence of Lemma 4.3, then, we can then relate the rooted Γ-species forms of CT k to the various (actionless) species forms of generic rooted k-trees in Theorem 2.1: Theorem 4.4. For the various rooted forms of the (actionless) species a k as in Theorem 2.1 and the various rooted Γ-species forms of CT k as in Theorem 3.5 (interpreted as S k -and S k+1 -species), we have
as isomorphisms of (actionless) species, where CT
XY k
is an S k -species in Eq. (7b) and an S k+1 -species in Eq. (7c).
As a result, we have explicit characterizations of all the rooted components of the original dissymmetry theorem, Theorem 2.1. Thus, through the enumerative toolset of species theory, we can enumerate k-trees through a careful enumeration of each of CT 
Automorphisms and cycle indices
Species theory associates to each species F an enumerative power series Z F dubbed the 'cycle index' which keeps track of the number of structures with a given automorphism type. Γ-species theory provides a natural extension of the cycle index for a Γ-species F , denoted Z Γ F , which keeps track of the number of γ-invariant structures with a given automorphism type for each γ ∈ Γ, defined in [8, §3] . We reprint its definition here for convenience:
where
2 . . . (for ν i the number of i-cycles of ν) is the monomial recording the cycle structure of ν. (It is important to note that the action of S n on labels and the actions of S k and S k+1 on orientations of k-coding trees are distinct. We will refer to label permutations again in the proof of Theorem 5.5.) 1 The S k -and S k+1 -actions on CT XY k are compatible, but we will make explicit reference to CT XY k as an S k -or S k+1 -species whenever it is important and not completely clear from context which we mean. Just as with classical cycle indices (or enumerative generating functions of non-speciestheoretic combinatorics), the algebra of Γ-cycle indices is closely associated to the combinatorial algebra of their species. We will now apply the results of the preceding sections to compute the cycle indices of the various Γ-species we have developed. 
k-coding trees: CT
Thus, we need to calculate the cycle indices of the three rooted forms of a k . A straightforward application of Burnside's lemma allows us to pass from the cycle index of a Γ-species F to the ordinary cycle index of the quotient species Γ /F: Lemma 5.2. For a Γ-species F , the ordinary cycle index of the quotient species F /Γ is given by
where we define Z
From Theorem 4.4 and by Lemma 5.2 we obtain:
Theorem 5.3. For the various forms of the species a k as in Section 2 and the various S k -species and S k+1 -species forms of CT k as in Section 4.1, we have
We thus need only calculate the various Γ-cycle indices for the S k -species and S k+1 -species forms of CT Specifically, for two Γ-species F and G, an element γ ∈ Γ acts on an (F • G)-structure (colloquially, 'an F -structure of G-structures') by acting on the F -structure and on each of the G-structures independently. In our action of S k , however, the actions of σ on the descendant CT Y k -structures are not independent-they depend on the position of the structure in the linear ordering around the parent black vertex. In particular, if σ acts on some non-root black vertex, then ρ i (σ) acts on the white vertex in the ith place, where in general ρ i (σ) = σ.
Thus, we consider automorphisms of these S k -structures directly. First, we consider the component species
Lemma 5.4. Let B be a structure of the species 
Proof. Recall that the action of σ ∈ S k is in fact the action of the lift of σ as an element of S k+1 . The X-label on the black root of B is not affected by the action of σ, so no conditions on σ are necessary to accommodate it. However, the L k -structure on the white children of the root is permuted by σ, and we apply to each of the W i 's the action of (ρ i σ). (See Fig. 8 .) Thus, σ is an automorphism of B if and only if the combination of applying σ to the linear order and ρ i σ to each W i is an automorphism. Since σ 'carries' each W i onto W σ(i) , we must have that (ρ i σ)W i ∼ = W σ(i) , as claimed. That this suffices is clear.
We hereafter treat F k as a S k -species with respect to this action, but note that
is not an isomorphism of S k -species. We now have the tools in hand to find recursive functional equations satisfied by Z 
In Eq. (10a), the plethysm • is that of S k -species, E is the S k -species of sets with the trivial S k -action, and Y is the S k -species of Y -labeled singletons with the trivial S k -action. In Eq. (10b), C(σ) denotes the set of cycles of σ (as a k-permutation), and the product is taken in order with respect to any choice of linearization of the cyclic order of the elements of c.
Proof. Let T be a structure of the S k -species CT Y k . It is clear that T may be decomposed into a singleton of type Y , corresponding to the label on the root white vertex, and an arbitrary set (E-structure) of descendant X-rooted trees, all of the same "structure type" (that is, species), which we denote F k . Furthermore, it is apparent that some σ ∈ S k acts the electronic journal of combinatorics 19 (4) −|c| , which we observe must then restrict to an automorphism of that
Fix partitions π (representing the cycle type of a permutation acting on black (x-) vertex labels) and τ (similarly for white (y-) labels) and some σ ∈ S k . (In what follows, we letλ denote some arbitrarily-chosen permutation of cycle type λ when needed.) Then the coefficient on the 
under the same conditions as Theorem 5.5.
Proof. The proof is essentially identical to the part of that of Theorem 5.5 which concerns Eq. (10b).
Terms of the form i∈c ρ i (σ) appear in Eqs. (10) and (11) . For the simplification of calculations, we note here two useful results about these products.
First, we observe that certain ρ-maps preserve cycle structure:
Lemma 5.7. Let σ ∈ S k be a permutation of which i ∈ [k] is a fixed point. Then ρ i (σ) has the same cycle type as σ.
Proof. Let θ i ∈ S k denote the permutation given by θ i (a) = a + i reduced modulo k + 1 as in the proof of Theorem 4.2. Then, since i is a fixed point of σ, we have that, for each a ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k + 1},
is a conjugate of σ and thus has the same cycle structure as σ, as desired.
But then we note that the products in the above theorems are in fact permutations obtained by applying such ρ-maps:
Lemma 5.8. Let σ ∈ S k be a permutation with a cycle c. Then the cycle type of i∈c ρ i (σ) is the same as that of σ |c| . In other words, λ i∈c ρ i (σ) = λ σ |c| .
Proof. Let c = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c |c| ). First, we calculate:
But c 1 is a fixed point of σ |c| , so by the result of Lemma 5.7, this has the same cycle structure as σ |c| .
As a result, we can bypass all calculations of ρ i (σ) in the computation of terms of the cycle indices we have developed.
We also note an important general fact about the cycle indices of Γ-species:
This will simplify computational enumeration of k-trees significantly when k is large, since the number of elements of S k is factorial in k while the number of conjugacy classes (indexed by partitions) is exponential in k.
k-trees: a k
We now have all the pieces in hand to apply Theorem 5.1 to compute the cycle index of the species a k of general k-trees. Theorem 5.1 characterizes the cycle index of the generic k-tree species a k in terms of the cycle indices of the rooted species a 
Equation ( 6 Unlabeled enumeration and the generating functionã k (x)
Equation (12) in Theorem 5.10 gives a recursive formula for the cycle index of the (actionless) species a k of k-trees. The number of unlabeled k-trees with n hedra is historically an open problem, but it is straightforward to extract their ordinary generating function from the cycle index Z a k once it is computed. Actually computing terms of the cycle index in order to derive the coefficients of the generating function is, however, a computationally expensive process, since the cycle index is by construction a power series in two infinite sets of variables. The computational process can be simplified significantly by taking advantage of the relatively straightforward combinatorial structure of the structural decomposition used to derive the recursive formulas for the cycle index. For a Γ-species F , the ordinary generating functionF γ (x) counting unlabeled γ-invariant F -structures is given byF
and the ordinary generating function for counting unlabeled F /Γ-structures is given bỹ
These formula admits an obvious multisort extension, but we in fact wish to count k-trees with respect to just one sort of label (the X-labels on hedra), so we will not deal with multisort issues here. Each of our two-sort cycle indices can be converted to one-sort by substituting p i [y] = 1 for all i. For the rest of this section, we will deal directly with these one-sort versions of the cycle indices. We begin by considering the explicit recursive functional equations in Theorems 5.5 and 5.6. In each case, by the above, the ordinary generating function is exactly the result of substituting p i the S k+1 -species of edge-rooted k-coding trees, the corresponding single-variable Γ-ordinary generating functions are given by
and is an S k+1 -generating function.
However, as a consequence of Lemmas 5.8 and 5.9, we can simplify these expressions significantly. Let λ be the function mapping each permutation to its cycle type interpreted as an integer partition. Then: the S k+1 -species of edge-rooted k-coding trees, the corresponding single-variable Γ-ordinary generating functions are given by
and
where i∈λ denotes a product over the parts i of λ taken with multiplicity, where λ i denotes the ith 'partition power' of λ -that is, if σ is any permutation of cycle type λ, then λ i denotes the cycle type of σ i -and where f (λ)(x) denotes the value of f (σ)(x) for any σ of cycle type λ.
To clarify the notation, we work out the case k = 2 more explicitly here: Example 6.3 (k = 2). There are only two partitions of k = 2: {1, 1} and {2}, corresponding to the two permutations id and (12) respectively. Since {1, 1} i = {1, 1} for any i, we have that
The situation for {2} is slightly more complex, since {2} i = {1, 1} if i is even but {2} if i is odd. Thus, we have
Conventional computational techniques (such as those demonstrated in Appendix B) then suffice to compute that 
Then, as a consequence of Lemma 5.9 and Corollary 6.2, we can instead write 
This direct characterization of the ordinary generating function of unlabeled k-trees, while still recursive, is much simpler computationally than the characterization of the full cycle index in Eq. (12) . For computation of the number of unlabeled k-trees, it is therefore much preferred. Classical methods for working with recursively-defined power series suffice to extract the coefficients quickly and efficiently. The results of some such explicit calculations are presented in Appendix A.
7 Special-case behavior for small k Many of the complexities of the preceding analysis apply only for k 3. In the cases k = 1 and k = 2, our analysis simplifies dramatically, and effectively reduces to previous work.
Ordinary trees (k = 1)
When k = 1, an a k -structure is merely an ordinary tree with X-labels on its edges and Y -labels on its vertices. There is no internal symmetry of the form that the actions of S k are intended to break. The actions of S 2 act on ordinary trees rooted at a directed edge, with the nontrivial element τ ∈ S 2 acting by reversing this orientation. The resulting decomposition from the dissymmetry theorem in Theorem 2.1 and the recursive functional equations of Theorem 3.5 then clearly reduce to the classical dissymmetry analysis of ordinary trees.
2-trees
When k = 2, there is a nontrivial symmetry at fronts (edges); two triangles may be joined at an edge in two distinct ways. The imposition of a coherent orientation on a 2-tree by directing one of its edges breaks this symmetry; the action of S 2 by reversal of these orientations gives unoriented 2-trees as its orbits. The defined action of S 3 on edge-rooted oriented triangles is simply the classical action of the dihedral group D 6 on a triangle, and its orbits are unoriented, unrooted triangles. We further note that ρ i is the trivial map on S 2 and that ρ i (σ) = (12) for σ ∈ S 3 if and only if σ is an odd permutation, both regardless of i. We then have that:
where, by abuse of notation, we let ρ represent any ρ i . By the previous, the argument ρ(σ) |c| in Eq. (17b) is τ if and only if σ is an odd permutation and c is of odd length. This analysis and the resulting formulas for the cycle index Z a 2 are essentially equivalent to those derived in [4] .
A Enumerative tables
With the recursive functional equations for cycle indices of Section 5, we can calculate the explicit cycle index for the species a k to any finite degree we choose using computational methods; this cycle index can then be used to enumerate both unlabeled and labeled (at fronts, hedra, or both) k-trees up to a specified number n of hedra (or, equivalently, kn + 1 fronts). We have done so here for k 7 and n 30 using Sage 5.0 [13] using code available in Appendix B. The resulting values appear in Table 1 .
We note that both unlabeled and hedron-labeled enumerations of k-trees stabilize in k:
Theorem A.1. For k n − 2, the numbers of unlabeled and hedron-labeled k-trees with n hedra are independent of k.
Proof. We show that the species a k and a k+1 have contact up to order k + 2 by explicitly constructing a natural bijection. We note that in a (k + 1)-tree with no more than k + 2 hedra, there will exist at least one vertex which is common to all hedra. For any k-tree with no more than k + 2 hedra, we can construct a (k + 1)-tree with the same number of hedra by adding a single vertex and connecting it by edges to every existing vertex; we can then pass labels up from the (k + 1)-cliques which are the hedra of the k-tree to the (k + 2)-cliques which now sit over them. The resulting graph will be a (k + 1)-tree whose (k + 1)-tree hedra are adjacent exactly when the k-tree hedra they came from were adjacent.
Therefore, any two distinct k-trees will pass to distinct (k + 1)-trees. Similarly, for any (k + 1)-tree with no more than k + 2 hedra, choose one of the vertices common to all the hedra and remove it, passing the labels of (k + 1)-tree hedra down to the k-tree hedra constructed from them; again, adjacency of hedra is preserved. This of course creates a k-tree, and for distinct (k + 1)-trees the resulting k-trees will be distinct. Moreover, by symmetry the result is independent of the choice of common vertex, in the case there is more than one.
However, thus far we have neither determined a direct method for computing these stabilization numbers nor identified a straightforward combinatorial characterization of the structures they represent. 
B Code listing
The recursive functional equations in Eqs. (14a), (14b) and (16) characterize the ordinary generating functionã k (x) for unlabeled general k-trees. Code to compute the coefficients of this generating function using the computer algebra system Sage 5.0 [13] explicitly follows in listing 1. Specifically, the generating function for unlabeled k-trees may be computed to degree n by copying the included code into a Sage notebook, modifying the final line with the desired values of k and n, and executing.
This code takes full advantage of Lemmas 5.8 and 5.9 to minimize the number of distinct calculations which must be performed; as a result, it is able to compute the number of k-trees on up to n hedra quickly even for relatively large k and n. For example, the first thirty terms of the generating function for 8-trees in Appendix A were computed on a modern desktop-class computer in approximately two minutes. 27 ax = lambda k , n : sum (1/ mu . aut () * unlXY ( mu , n ) for mu in Partitions ( k +1) ) ay = lambda k , n : sum (1/ mu . aut () * unlY ( mu , n ) for mu in Partitions ( k ) ) 29 axy = lambda k , n : sum (1/ mu . aut () * unlXY ( Partition ( mu + [1] ) , n ) for mu in Partitions ( k ) ) 31 # Compute the generating function for unlabeled un -rooted k -trees using the dissymmetry theorem a = lambda k , n : ax (k , n ) + ay (k , n ) -axy (k , n ) 33 # Print the result 35 # ALERT : User must substitue values for k and n ( number of hedra ) print a ( kval , nval )
